X-linked lymphoproliferative disease: prenatal detection of an unaffected histocompatible male.
Chorionic Villous Biopsy (CVS) for diagnosis of XLP was undertaken at 10 weeks gestation in an obligate carrier. The fetus was found to be male by cytogenetic analysis. XLP (Xq25-q26) is closely linked to the RFLP markers DXS10, DXS37 and DXS42, but only DXS10 (distal to XLP) was informative for prenatal diagnosis in this family. RFLP analysis using this marker gave a 7% risk that the fetus was affected, based on the known recombination frequency between DXS10 and XLP. Further investigation was then undertaken to obtain a rapid and more accurate diagnosis using the three highly polymorphic PCR based markers. These were the AC repeat markers DXS424 (XL5A) and DXS425 (XL90A3) and the tetramer repeat marker within HPRT. DX425 is approximately 10 cM proximal to DXS10 and HPRT but is not known with certainty to map proximal or distal to XLP. DXS424 is proximal to DXS10 and HPRT and was inferred to be proximal to XLP on the basis of map distance from HPRT estimated by linkage analysis of data from CEPH pedigrees. This was confirmed by a recombinant in the XLP family between DXS424 and DXS425, placing DXS424 proximal to XLP. Diagnosis by linkage using DXS424 and DXS425, at least one of which is proximal to XLP, and distal markers DXS10 and HPRT, increased the accuracy of diagnosis using flanking marker analysis to greater than 99% that the fetus was unaffected. HLA DR typing of the CVS showed that the fetus was DR identical to a male sibling with XLP. HLA compatibility was confirmed at delivery by full HLA typing and MLC.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)